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Finally, we're also building Ghost Linux images for a number of architectures to run at a high level,
but there's really no room for it on Ghost. We've also got the Ghost's AntiX system running from
within Ghost Linux - as a proof of concept that can be used to port to a custom build of Linux. Most of
Ghost Utilities was contributed by Paul Davis and Alex Wyatt, and is based off of their work in the
Ghost MS Virtual Server product. We've also used some of the ideas and files from some of the open
source solutions at OSGhost.org. THE LEGACY JUMP COINS: When you reach the maximum
contribution - which is also the maximum discount - you'll get a package of Ghost Jump Coins, to be
spent on stamps of approval at the Contributor's level or higher. Once you have been awarded, you
can choose to UNRESERVE the coins or refund them. We'd really appreciate it if you didn't refund
them, and instead spent them on our rewards tiers. You can see the full list of Jump Coin rewards at
the end of the campaign! THE SAVINGS: Ghost will be 15% cheaper than the cost of running a virtual
private server. You will also get one month free for your use (after the official launch), and we'll
charge you an annual service charge (similar to the amount you pay now) to use it. We want to make
Ghost as accessible as possible, both for the average Joe and for over-achieving coders. We'll also be
hosting the actual ghost.org website, and will be paying all hosting costs. THE FEELING OF BEING A
MEMBER: You get a lifetime premium subscription to the Ghost Members Area - that's blogging, RSS
feeds, forums, support, version updates, and nearly everything else. You can come and go as you
please, and you can invite others to join as well. All (except the premium) accounts start at the level
of contributor. Please see our Join page for more information on how to become a member.
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